On Our Pond

A NEWSLETTER FOR CLEANER WATER &
BETTER POND ENVIRONMENTS
Volume 10 No 1 Adopt-A-Pond is sponsored by Hillsborough County Stormwater Spring 2004
Management, the Southwest Florida Water Management District,
and YOU!

WHERE WE’VE BEEN

IT’S TIME TO APPLY YOURSELVES

Education Meetings
- 03-07 Bayport HOA
- 03-19 Mandarin Muskrats
- 03-13 Bethania’s Pond
- 04-01 Miracle Workers
- 04-02 SE Alonso JROTC
- 04-03 Country Crossings
Pond Walks
- Nelson Elementary
- Kensington Estates
- Bloomingdale W Park
- Whisper Sound
- Cooper Rd
- Rain Forest St
Events
- Neighborhood Con.
- Earth Day, Lowry Park

FREEBEE BOX
-Rain Barrel Booklets
& Videos
-Carp signs (w/ permit)
-AAP hats

Maybe this cool newsletter just caught your eye, or maybe you’ve been
debating whether you should get involved. Well whatever the reason, don’t
delay anymore! Now’s the Time to Get In! Check out page 3 to find
out why.

Call for yours now!
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W EALTH

Pond Groups helping Pond Groups

As our program has grown, it was inevitable that groups

would start forming in closer proximity to each other. In
fact in some neighborhoods, pond groups can be no more
than a block apart! Now, in HOA driven communities, these
groups can work well together, but in other places, the
groups may never speak. Well, we’re out to change that.
We all know that Adopt-A-Pond is about more than your
own backyard. We understand that you have to look beyond
the borders to truly help your pond...well why not try helping each other! Trade labor, trade plants, trade successes. If
you’ve enjoyed the community spirit that develops among
your neighbors as you all work on the pond, imagine how that could grow among groups!
Of course, we’re not the type to just leave it at that, so we’re going to take the first step and help you connect with
other groups. Now you could do this yourself using our website, but hey, we’re here for you. So if you want to find
out what’s going on in other groups, or find any opportunities, then send me your email address. We’ll create a list
and distribute info on events at your pond, questions for other groups, even sharing opportunities (i.e. free canna to
any takers). Of course this will also require that you send us your info or we won’t have anything to distribute, but if
you take advantage of it, this list could be an excellent link to other groups, and a way to expand the resources available to you as you work on the pond. What do you say? Let’s share the wealth! Send me an email at
mcgeej@hillsboroughcounty.org

T RUCIOUS P OND D UCKWEED C HALLENGE -

They did it, so can you!

Trucious Pond (03-18) sits in the Logan Gate subdivision

in Northwest Hillsborough County. They’d been through
our program, but lack of interest in the neighborhood left
the pond languishing. In 2003 they re-energized to tackle a
major duckweed problem. They tried scooping it out, but
soon found this was too slow to be effective. So Group
Rep. Don Hardy came up with a plan to pump the plants
off. Here's how they did it:
They made use of the natural conditions in the pond and
set up a 3 inch diaphragm pump in a location where the
wind pushed all the plants to a point. Then they modified a
plastic trash can to act like a skimmer basket in a pool, and attached it to the intake hose. The discharge hose was set
up the bank where the water could return to the pond. As they pumped, they used boats to push plants in, and a skimmer net to drag them toward the basket. They moved the discharge hose every 15 minutes to avoid huge piles building
up. The group worked about 8 hours over 2 sessions. In this time, the group estimates that they pumped over a ton of
duckweed! They said the work was hard, but not nearly as bad as trying to skim it out by hand.
This group used their creativity and ingenuity to come up with a solution that fit their circumstances. They thought it
through and made it happen. This is exactly the kind of initiative it takes to deal with hard situations. In addition to
the pumping this group has also cleared over 500 yards of pond bank covered in Brazilian Pepper and a host of other
weeds BY HAND! Wow! Next time you feel overwhelmed by the work in your pond, remember Trucious Pond! Work
smart, be creative, and you'll get it!
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A PPLY Y OURSELF

Time’s never been better

Maybe you’ve been debating whether you should get

involved with our program, maybe you just haven’t gotten
around to it, or maybe you never knew just what that
entailed...or maybe you just happened across this newsletter
and don’t even know what it’s about. Well regardless of
your situation, if you’ve ever thought of getting involved,
now is the time!
Yes, in the past four years (and I’d wager the entire program history) we’ve never had a shorter waiting list for
cleanups, nor a better organized process to plug you in. We
do more events than ever, more plantings, more education,
and all in less time and with less wait than ever before.
Now this is not an accident, it’s been the result of lots of different objectives that have finally started to come to
fruition at the same time. We’ve now got plenty of equipment, manpower, and resources to accomplish cleanups- this
has resulted in the shortest waiting list ever. Our new policies have enabled us to keep track of groups easily and keep
things moving through the system, and lots of plain old dedication on the part of staff has resulted in more and more
events being accomplished.
So if you’re ready to do something with your pond, send us an application now! And if you don’t have a pond, we’ll
connect you with one. Together we can keep improving our ponds and environment for years to come! Call, email, or
check the website today!

F LYING F LOWERS -

Pep up your pond with flowers that move!

Spring is the time of year that people’s minds turn toward their
ponds. This is natural as things start growing and blooming.
Well there’s another beautiful aspect to our pondscapes that we
often notice, but rarely understand. Those floating bits of color
that flitter from plant to plant in the breeze-- butterflies!
Sure, butterfly gardening is extremely popular, but people don’t
often realize how our wetland plants also attract butterflies.
Pickerelweed, canna, bacopa, fire flag- all of these are used by
butterflies, in addition to the common upland species. The trick
is to understand that each plant can be a host plant (they live on
it) or a food/nectar plant (they eat it). Mixing these two will
ensure lots of usage since you’ve given more to use! Also
remember that some butterflies have specific tastes for both. By
providing some of these specialities, you’ll increase chances for
seeing some of the rarer species. And, don’t forget the wild flowers! At this time of year a lot of those “weeds” are
actually seasonal beauties that will color your open spaces and invite lots of “flying flowers” to stop in. Contrary to
popular belief, these little plants won’t ruin your lawn, and will be gone in a few months...until the next spring.
There are also enhancements you can make to a garden to provide even more needs for a butterfly. You can build a
water station to watch them drink, and even butterfly houses where they can perch to rest...of course the plants serve
the same function, but structures in a garden give it human interest that keeps curious guests coming back again and
again.
The internet and bookstores are packed with great guides to butterfly gardens, so check them out, and remember that
providing for wildlife is not only fun, it increases their chances for survival in a rapidly urbanizing world!
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YOU SEE THAT ?

Become aware of what’s there.

Have you ever walked along a pond and seen all the splashes
as fish dart away? Or maybe been startled by a sudden
rustling in the brush? Ever know someone who seems to see
everything before you? Know why?

The answer is pretty simple: it has to do with how you use
your senses. To a large part, we only perceive what we are
focused on, but our senses are capable of picking up much
more. Think of the musician who can tune his instrument by
ear. The same goes for naturalists. By learning how to apply
your senses and respond to them, you can see the still animal,
the distant flower, the tiny insect. There’s no shortcuts to
learning it, just practice, but here’s some hints to get you
started.
Go out to your favorite natural area and just stay in one spot for several minutes. Consciously open all of your senses.
Now as you walk, notice your own sounds and get used to how things change: how the sounds reach your ears, how
your field of vision changes as you move. Now make sure that you are aware of your full range of vision, including
the periphery. If anything doesn’t fit the background, snap a quick glance at it- try to just move your eyes, so your
head motion doesn’t scare anything away.
Next, remember to use your brain! What would you expect to see in that area? How do certain species behave? For
example, rabbits, and deer rely on camouflage and only move if they feel they have been spotted. While fish can see
down to 20o above the water surface, so to sneak up on a fish you have to be below that. With some practice, you’ll
become aware of tons of new things. Try it and see...Oh, by the way, there’s a rabbit in the photo, did you see it right
away?

P OND R EFLECTIONS
A reminder.

Do you ever just go sit out by your pond? Take some time

and just experience it. I love my pond. It’s not even what
most of you would call a pond, but then, I’m a Naturalist, so
the more life going on, the better. Just the other day I was sitting in my living room when out the glass door I caught a
glimpse of white and orange. Looking up, I saw two ibises
swooping in and out of the rushes. It reminded me that there’s
a whole world out there that goes on whether I am aware of it
or not. Slipping out the door, I sat down on my swing and just
watched. The sun was hot, but the shade was cool- typical for
this time of year. Closing my eyes, I could hear the wind rattle in the leftover goldenrod and broomsedge. The calls of
birds were all around, some close, some distant. I opened my eyes to see bugs zipping by in the air. On one corner of
the swing sat a spider. I leaned in close and we looked at each other motionless for awhile. Then a small fly crashed
into my arm and struggled to reorient itself. I doubt such a small thing ever flies with any control. It took a short rest
before trying once more to cover the endless spaces between here and there, wherever ‘there’ was. Sitting there like
that, I can feel my senses begin to awaken. My ears tune to new sounds. My eyes notice the slightest movement. My
skin detects the variations in wind temperature. I begin to connect with the physical world. The world that exists outside of my daily rush and outside of my endless entertainment choices and distractions. My pond is a point where
worlds meet. I can see and experience things that exist for their own sake, and that’s where I’m reminded that I’m a
part of their world too... Then somehow, my urgencies just don’t seem so urgent anymore.
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Beyond the Pond
FOCUSING ON ISSUES FROM BEYOND THE SCOPE
OF ADOPT-A-POND

S T ORMWATER P ROJECTS -

From start to finish

By Eduardo Tapia

So how exactly does a Stormwater project come about? It’s a process
involving everyone within Stormwater Management.

When a call comes in to our section, the Customer Service team creates a case and refers it to the right teams for further work. It may
need the Investigation team to check it out and recommend a solution.
The Underground Tech Support team may be called in to run the TV
inspection robots, or the Ground Penetrating Radar, and find out
what's going on where we can't see it. The Modeling/ GIS team provides data and scenarios on the problem. And from there the Design
team draws up the plans or the Consultant Management team manages
the work by an outside company. The Environmental team will review
it to ensure it meets regulations and gets permits. Then it goes to one
of 2 Construction teams that oversee building. The Fee Administration team handles the tax that funds a large part of
this work. And the Administrative team keeps the office running and manages the business of employment so we can
all do our jobs.
Once built, a project may require mitigation, or wetland replacement, by the Specialized Services Mitigation teams
(the same work you do in your ponds). And the Inventory/ GIS team collects data on it so that it can be tracked for
maintenance. Together, we are able to accomplish the tasks that keep your roads and homes dry, and ensure that we'll
have clean freshwater for years to come.

C ISTERNS

Low Impact Development at its best
By Jack Merriam

Stormwater runoff cisterns are roofwater management devices that pro-

15,000 gallon cistern demo outside the Hills.
County Courthouse, Downtown Tampa.

vide retention of rainwater in storage tanks. Cisterns are generally larger
than rain barrels, with some underground cisterns having a capacity of
10,000 gallons or more. Storing water for later use provides an opportunity for water conservation and the possibility of reducing water utility
costs. The Tampa Bay Estuary Program (TBEP) has identified nitrogen as
the limiting nutrient, or problem, for Tampa Bay. Studies show that a substantial portion of nitrogen loading to the Tampa Bay watershed comes
from atmospheric deposition (often in rain). The fact that rainwater is
polluted with nitrogen, means that capturing rainwater in a cistern and
reusing it for landscape irrigation or toilet flushing keeps that pollution
from reaching our lakes, rivers, or ponds.

Cisterns can be used for retrofitting urban areas where there is not room
to build stormwater ponds. And they can take many shapes, colors, sizes, etc. Rather than being an eyesore, they can
be a focal point in the landscape, a work of art like the Hillsborough County Courthouse Cistern, or function to shade
the building as in the case of the Florida House cisterns in Sarasota.
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B ALM R OAD W ETLAND

Better for Bullfrog Creek, the Bay... & Bullfrogs!
By David Glicksberg

In Stormwater Management, we not only implement flood

control projects, but we’re also working to improve water
quality. In the south part of Hillsborough County we’re currently constructing a project to help improve water quality in
Bullfrog Creek- the Balm Road Wetland and Stormwater
Treatment Facility. This 29-acre wetland creation is designed
to filter agricultural runoff from ~1,100 acres that flows into
Bullfrog Creek and ultimately to Tampa Bay. It’s located on a
previously farmed portion of the Balm Road Scrub ELAPP
(Environmental Land Acquisition and Protection Program)
site south of C.R. 672. The project consists of two control
structures and a diversion channel that will divert a portion of
the agricultural runoff coming into the creek over to a sediment sump and then a series of four wetland cells where biological filtering will take place. The last cell will discharge
through the floodplain back into Bullfrog Creek. This will help to reduce sediment, nutrient, and bacteria pollution to
Bullfrog Creek. In doing so, this project will help the County achieve its portion of the Tampa Bay Estuary Program's
nitrogen load reduction goals for Tampa Bay, as well as creating important wetland habitat. The design and permitting
of the project were completed in 2003 at a cost of approximately $198,000. Fifty percent of the design cost was funded through the Surface Water Improvement Management (SWIM) program of SWFWMD. Construction of the project
is funded through a variety of sources and agreements at a cost of approximately $1.5 million. These include the
Environmental Protection Commission Pollution Recovery Fund, the SWFWMD SWIM program, and the Tampa Port
Authority (TPA). Construction started in April of 2004 and is anticipated to be completed by September 2004.

S T ORMWATER R&D S ITE
More than meets the eye

By John Martis

In 1999, Hillsborough County obtained a Grant from the

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) to purchase 12 homes and 3 vacant lots on Taliaferro Ave. The
parcels were purchased in 2001, and the homes were
removed. The County now owned nearly 6 acres of perpetually flooded land and needed to find a use for it. The
Stormwater Management Section proposed to develop a
research site dedicated to finding better ways to control
storm water runoff, reduce pollutant loading, and conserve
water for use at a later date.
The initial stage of the project was to construct 5 interconnected ponds with control structures. This provided a means
to isolate the individual ponds and flow patterns to study the various pollutant loads. In addition 3 of the ponds were
lined and 2 were unlined, separating ground water from surface water.
Three research projects are scheduled to begin at the site. A nitrogen removal filter chamber will test a new material
called Zeolite. Another project will use pond water to recharge groundwater by percolation. Finally, a water quality
treatment unit will be field tested under real life conditions. And that’s just the beginning.
We hope the research done at this site will provide valuable information for Hillsborough County and the Tampa Bay
area to help combat the destruction of our bays and rivers while providing new innovative ideas based on scientific
procedures.
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It’s pretty simple: you ask, we answer

Since we often get great questions from people

throughout the quarter, we thought we’d use this space
to answer some of the good ones. If there’s anything
you’d like to know about your pond, our program, pollution prevention, ecology, conservation biology, or
anything else related, send me an email at
mcgeej@hillsboroughcounty.org I’ll do my best to
find an answer, and if we publish your question, we’ll
send you a little something as a thank you.

? What can we do to encourage the health of the frog
populations in our pond? -B.M.

- Provide habitat! That was easy...

Ok,ok, so what do we mean... If your frogs have suddenly disappeared, first make sure you know how to
find them, they may just be laying up for the season.
Check out the Frog Listening Network for training (see Websites, page 8). Second, figure out why they’ve gone: Did
predators show up (wading birds, cats, cuban tree frogs)? Was there a pollution influx? Lastly, make sure new frogs
can get to the pond. We’ve all played Frogger...well the real life version doesn’t get 3 lives to make it, so encourage
habitat corridors. As for breeding, tadpoles need a predator-free environment. Lots of plants will help, but if you really want to jazz up the frog presence, try a small garden pond in the backyard. Since you can control what’s in it (and
eating out of it) it can become the local amphibian honeymoon resort. Be warned, they’ll keep you awake at that time
of year so don’t put it under your bedroom window, I know from experience.

T RY T HIS O UT-

Frog Collectors

Like to play with stuff? Like to figure stuff out? Know someone (or a
whole class of them) who needs something to occupy his time? Then
this section is for you.
If you read the article above, we’re going to tie in. Here’s a great way to
find out what kind of tree frogs you’ve got around your house.
1. Get some 3-4 inch pvc pipe. Get a grown-up to help you cut it into 4
foot sections.
2. Pick lots of different locations in your yard where tree frogs might
hang out and bury one end of the pipe in the ground 6-12 inches so that
they stick straight up. It’s a good idea to have some water in the bottom
too.
3. Every day, check the pipe to see who’s hanging out inside. Be careful
to ID them correctly. If they’re exotic frogs, make sure you don’t let
them go.
4. Record your findings every morning in a logbook. Draw a map of your yard and mark the
pipe locations. In time, you’ll have a tree frog habitat distribution map of your yard!
5. Share your results with friends. Together, you could map your whole neighborhood!
Important Note: Remember that tree frogs are living things, so treat them gently. Always
wash your hands before and after touching frogs, and make sure your hands are wet when
you pick them up.
Try it out! Tell us what you learn! For help with Frog ID check out Websites on page 8, or just call us!
If you have a good idea for “Try This Out” let us know!

The Adopt-A-Pond Program
Hillsborough County Public Works Dept.
Stormwater Management Section
P.O. Box 1110
Tampa, FL 33601-1110
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V ISIT T HESE W EBSITES

LAKEWATCH: http://lakewatch.ifas.ufl.edu/
Extension Service: http://hillsborough.extension.ufl.edu/
Hillsborough County Watershed Atlas: http://www.hillsborough.wateratlas.org
Adopt-A-Pond Webpages: http://www.hillsborough.wateratlas.org/adopt/geninfo.asp
Southwest Florida Water Management District: http://www.watermatters.org
Frog Listening Network: http://www.seaworld.org/fln/in.htm
Schoolyard Treefrog Monitoring Project: http://cars.er.usgs.gov/Education/

P OND S AMPLING R ESULTS - pH
year, let’s go for a complete year of samples from
everyone. If you’re a volunteer, please try to get
results in to us on time. We’re off to a good start.
If you haven’t already, try our new online reporting at our website. Without data, there’s no point
in the sampling program.
Notice that pH for our ponds tends to stay around
neutral or slightly acidic (below 7 is acidic, above
is basic or alkaline). This is normal for our area.
Anything between 5 and 10 would be fine. It’s
when we get a spike beyond that range that we
need to take note. Remember, we’re out to track
how the pond is balancing itself, so for our purposes, the recovery is more important than the
actual event that caused the change.

In order to give you a clearer understanding of water quality we’re going to
focus on one parameter at a time. Additional water quality data is available
from our office if you are interested.
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